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ENGINEERING SIMULATION OF POWERED FLIGHT 

ABSTRACT 

This document describes the current effort toward establishing a workable 
engineering simulation of the space-ground environment applicable to a wide 
variety of missile and space systems.   Two powered flight computer programs 
have evolved from this effort.   This report describes the content, inputs and 
outputs of each of these programs. 
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ENGINEERING SIMULATION OF POWERED  FLIGHT 

SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

This document describes the current effort toward establishing a workable 

engineering simulation of the space-ground environment (without a large expend- 

iture of manpower) applicable to a wide variety of missile and space systems. 

This activity breaks into three phases. 

Phase 1.   Po we red-flight and free-flight trajectory simulation. 

Phase 2. Simulation of the interactions between the space vehicle, other 

vehicles, and the ground environment. This may take the form of track- 

ing coverage, telemetry, communications, etc. 

Phase 3.   Engineering utilization of these two basic tools in the solution of 

a particular problem.   This may take the form of evaluating or optimizing 

the communication capability of a given system, or evaluating the ground 

environment in relation to a given set or type of missions. 

Phases 1 and 2, although evolutionary processes, are essentially complete. 

Phase 3, also an evolutionary process, has been under stud}' for some time with 

respect to various systems planning activities. 

The term engineering simulation is used to indicate that this simulation 

has evolved from a certain balance of three factors: 

(a) sophistication of the mathematical model, 

(b) computer and programing time, and 

(c) projected use of the programs. 



This report describes the powered flight simulation capability which has 

resulted from this effort.   The report itself describes the capabilities and limi- 

tations of the powered flight programs and the input data required to run these 

programs. 



SECTION II 

BASIC APPROACH 

Two powered flight computer programs have been generated.   One has 

two and the other three translational degrees of freedom.   The two-degree-of- 

freedom program was generated because it is inherently simple and fast to run 

on the computer, and, at the same time, gives results which are sufficiently 

accurate for many large parametric systems studies.   The three-degree-of- 

freedom program is, on the other hand, a better simulation of the physical 

problem and of value when studying a particular system in detail, as might be 

done in preparation for a flight test program or in feasibility studies when 

feasibility is critically dependent on booster performance.   Each program is 

written in modular forrn^using a number of common subroutines.   Each sub- 

routine is complete in itself, performing an independent engineering function, 

thus creating a high degree of flexibility in program construction.   Each sub- 

routine for the two programs has been written for the IBM 7090 in Fortran II 

language and converted to the IBM 7030 in Fortran IV language. 





SECTION III 

TWO-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM PROGRAM 

A two-degree-of-freedom trajectory model assumes that the vehicle is a 

point mass and is constrained to move in a plane.    This requires that all forces 

acting out of the plane are zero.   If one considers a nonrotating spherical earth, 

these out-of-the-plane forces will be zero if the thrust, drag, and lift forces are 

restricted to the plane of the trajectory.   The assumption of a nonrotating earth 

neglects the centrifugal and coriolis accelerations which are, in fact, present in 

an earth-fixed coordinate system.   This assumption of a nonrotating earth is 

used only in the integration of the equations of motion during the powered flight 

calculations.   The easterly velocity of the launch point is considered in the 

computation of inertial quantities (i.e., one must launch west of north to fly 

over the North Pole). 

Comparison with the three-degree-of-freedom program (which includes 

the accelerations due to earth rotation) shows the following errors at the end of 

powered flight for a typical ICBM vehicle: 

Velocity 2.0 percent 

Altitude 1.6 percent 

Flight path angle 2.5 percent 

Range 2.3 percent 

These errors propogate through the free-flight phase of the trajectory 

following powered flight. At apogee, the errors shown on the following page 

were observed. 



Time 5.3 percent 
Altitude 3.5 percent 
Range 2.0 percent 

One must evaluate the engineering problem to be solved through the use 

of this program in order to determine whether or not these errors are tolerable. 

It is clear that for detailed design or flight test simulation prior to launch, it 

would be desirable to use the three-degree-of-freedom program.   On the other 

hand, it appears that for preliminary system design and feasibility studies these 

errors will not greatly affect the decision-making process.   The great savings 

in computer time during the early planning stages and parametric analyses of a 

program may well justify the use of this two-degree-of-freedom model.   The 

combination of programs, i.e., the two- and three-degree-of-freedom programs, 

provides a flexible tool for the analysis of powered flight. 

Restriction of the drag and lift forces to the plane of the trajectory implies 

that the atmosphere rotates with the earth as a solid body and does not slip (i.e., 

no consideration is given to winds). 

The two equations of motion, along and normal to the flight path, are: 

12 T 
V = - C_ A/m — p V  - g sin y + — cos <5, and 

D 2 m 

y   = CT A/m -p V-g cos y/V + V cos y/[R  +h)+ — sin ö/V, 
L 2 \ e      /     m 

where 

V =  velocity, 

y = flight path angle, 

Op = drag coefficient, 

C-j^ =  lift coefficient, 



A  =  reference area, 

m =  mass, 

p   =  atmospheric density, 

T  = vacuum thrust corrected for atmospheric pressure, 

<5   =  thrust deflection, 

R    =  radius of the earth, 
e 

h   =  altitude, and 

€   =  range angle. 

These equations, coupled with the two auxiliary equations 

li   = V sin y , and 

e   = V cos y/(R + h) , 
e 

are integrated using a Runge-Kutta numerical integration.   The question of 

accuracy of this method of integration will be discussed in Section V.   The 

force coefficients, CD and Cy   , are functions of Mach number; and the atmos- 

pheric density, p , and gravitational acceleration,   g, are functions of altitude. 

Reference axes are shown in Fig. 1.   The vacuum thrust, mass, and thrust 

deflection must be specified as functions of time.   The program also computes 

the instantaneous vacuum apogee and impact points. 

The program is written such that the vehicle flies essentially an uncon- 

trolled trajectory.   The vehicle rises vertically (flight path angle = 90 degrees) 

until a specified velocity is attained (150 ~ 200 ft. /sec.).   The flight path angle 

is then changed to some value other than 90 degrees.    The powered flight trajec- 

tory then follows a gravity turn until burnout or until a specified time (or altitude) 
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when the thrust vector is held at some constant attitude.   There is a provision 

for controlling the trajectory by specifying the deflection of the thrust vector; 

however, this function must be an input to the program.   There is, at present, 

no closed loop control for this program. 

The main program controls the use of the many independent subroutines. 

This portion of the program receives input data, converts the inputs for internal 

use, computes time and staging functions, calls various subroutines in proper 

order, and prepares and delivers output data.   In addition, tests are performed 

at various branch points throughout the program.   Figure 2 shows a functional 

flow diagram for the main program. 

Inputs 

The inputs required to run this program are described below.    The 

meaning of each input variable is described, and the format for its input is 

given.   Cases may be stacked one after the other without limit.   The table 

of vacuum thrust, mass, and thrust deflection as a function of time may contain 

up to 500 values.   The number of stages is limited to 10.   The table of drag and 

lift coefficients may contain 50 values for each stage.   There are artificial 

limits, since the storage capacity of the computer is not completely used and 

may be increased by programing changes. 
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Fig. 2   Functional Flow Diagram 
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Card No. 1    1 card 

Variable* Column Format Definition 

NS 1-5 I 5 Number of stages 

NC 6-10 I 5 Number of entries in drag and 
lift tables (NC must be the same 
for all stages) 

NT 11-15 I 5 Number of entries in thrust and 
mass table 

ITAB 16-20 I 5 Index = 1, tables are printed out 
Index - 0, tables are not printed 

out 

JC 21-25 I 5 Index = 1, drag and lift tables 
must be an input 

Index = 0, drag and lift tables 
are not an input (used 
to stack cases) 

JT 26-30 I 5 Index = 1, thrust and mass table 
must be an input 

Index = 0, thrust and mass table 
is not an input (used 
to stack cases) 

JTEST 31-35 I 5 Control index for thrust alignment 
(Note No. 1, page 14) 

IREAD 36-40 I 5 Control index for single variable 
change (Note No. 2, page 14) 

IBOOST 41-45 I 5 Index = 1, program starts from 
zero conditions 

Index = 0, program starts from 
non-zero conditions 

* The variable names are those used in the Fortran program. 

11 



Card No. 2 NC* NS cards 

Variable Column Format Definition 

TMACH 1-17 E 17.8 Mach number table (zero to high- 
est value) 

CDT 18-34 E 17.8 Drag coefficient table vs. Mach 
number 

CLT 35-51 E 17.8 Lift coefficient table vs. Mach 
number 

Card No. 3 NT cards 

Variable Column Format Definition 

TTIME 1-17 E 17.8 Time table (sec.) 

TVAC 18-34 E 17.8 Vacuum thrust table (lb. -force) 

ETATI 35-51 E 17.8 Thrust deflection (deg.) 

TMASS 52-68 E 17.8 Mass table (slugs) 

Card No. 4 NS cards 

Variable Column Format Definition 

RE FA 1-17 E 17.8 Reference area, itn stage (sq. ft.) 

ANOZ 18-34 E 17.8 Nozzle exit area, i*n stage 
(sq.ft.) 

BTIME 35-51 E 17.8 Stage burn time, ith stage (sec.) 

DMASS 52-68 E 17.8 Mass increment, itn stage 
(lb. -mass) 

12 



Card No. 5    1 card 

Variable Column Format Definition 

ALTI 1-17 E 17.8 Initial altitude (ft.) 

VELI 18-34 E 17.8 Initial velocity (ft. /sec.) 

GAMAI 35-51 E 17.8 Initial flight path angle (deg.) 

TIMEI 52-68 E 17.8 Initial time (sec.) 

Card No. 6    1 card 

Variable Column Format Definition 

VLATI 1-17 E 17.8 Initial latitude (deg.) 

VLONGI 18-34 E 17.8 Initial longitude (deg.) 

ALPHAI 35-51 E 17.8 Initial heading (deg.) 

RANGEI 52-68 E 17.8 Initial range (n. m.) 

Card No. 7    1 card 

Variable Column Format Definition 

DELTAT 1-17 E 17.8 Integration increment (sec.) 

DGAMA 18-34 E 17.8 Kickover angle for start of 
gravity turn (deg.) 

NPRINT 35-51 117 Print interval (sec.) 

VPITCH 52-68 E 17.8 Velocity at which gravity turn 
begins (ft./sec.) 

13 



Card No. 8    1 card 

Variable Column Format Definition 

TESTH 1-17 E 17.8 Test altitude for thrust orienta- 
tion (ft.) (Note No. 1) 

TESTT 18-34 E 17.8 Test time for thrust orientation 
(sec.) (Note No. 1) 

THETAD 35-51 E 17.8 Thrust orientation angle (deg.) 

Note No. 1 

The index, JTEST, plus the values of TESTH and TESTT control the ori- 

entation of the thrust vector according to the following listing. 

JTEST TESTT TESTH Description 

0 

0 

1 
1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
*0 

Thrust is deflected from the velocity 
vector by the specified deflection, 
ETATI. 

Thrust maintains the orientation that 
the velocity vector had when h ■ TESTH 
or t = TESTT, depending on the test 
used. 

For polar flights the thrust assumes 
the orientation THETAD from the polar 
axis in the plane of the trajectory. 

Note No. 2 

The index,  IREAD,  may be used for repeat runs when it is desired to 

change only one variable.   The variables which may be changed in this manner 

14 



are the initial increment in flight path angle used to initiate the gravity turn, 

DGAMA; and the initial heading, ALPHAI, and the mass increment for each 

stage, DMASS. 

IREAD Required Input 

0 Data card No. 1 plus all others required by 1. 

1 Data card 1-A with X = DGAMA 

2 Data card 1-A with X = ALPHAI 

3 Data card 1-A with X = DMASS (one for each stage) 

Card No. 1-A 

Variable Column Format Description 

X 

IREAD 

1-17 

18-34 

E 17.8 

I 17 

Changing variable 

New value of control index 

Outputs 

The outputs delivered by this program are described below.   The defini- 

tion of each variable as it appears on the printed output is described. 

15 



Variable Units Definition 

TIME sec. Time from first-stage ignition 

STAGE Current stage 

ALT ft. Vehicle altitude (nautical miles when ALT 
> 100, 000 ft.) 

VELOCITY ft./sec. Vehicle relative velocity 

PATH ANGLE deg. Vehicle relative flight path angle measured 
from local horizontal 

HEADING deg. Vehicle relative heading measured east 
from north 

RANGE n. m. Great circle range measured from launch 
pad 

LATITUDE deg. Vehicle latitude (+ for north) 

LONGITUDE deg. Vehicle longitude (+ for east, - for west) 

AP TIME hr. Time to apogee 

DEFL deg. Thrust deflection from velocity vector 

APLAT deg. Apogee latitude 

APLON deg. Apogee longitude with respect to a rotating 
earth 

APALT n. m. Apogee altitude 

ILAT deg. Impact latitude 

ILON deg. Impact longitude with respect to a rotating 
earth 

THRUST lb. Instantaneous thrust 

MASS slugs Instantaneous mass 

I VEL ft./sec. Inertial velocity 

I GAM deg. Inertial flight path angle 

I HEADING deg. Inertial heading 

16 



Since the effects of earth rotation are neglected during the integration of 

the equations of motion, the relative flight parameters at burnout are independ- 

ent of launch heading.   The inertial parameters, apogee, and impact points will 

be different.   When the launch heading is zero, the program will integrate the 

equations of motion through the boost trajectory once.   It will then compute the 

following parameters for launch headings 0 to 360 degrees every 10 degrees. 

Variable Units Definition 

LAUNCH HEADING deg. Relative launch heading 

B/O HEADING deg. Relative burnout heading 

B/O LATITUDE deg. Vehicle burnout latitude 

B/O LONGITUDE deg. Vehicle burnout longitude 

IVEL ft./sec. Inertial velocity 

I PATH ANGLE deg. Inertial flight path angle 

I HEADING deg. Inertial heading 

INCLINATION deg. Orbital inclination 

AP LATITUDE deg. Apogee latitude 

AP LONGITUDE deg. Apogee longitude with respect to a 
earth 

rotating 

AP ALTITUDE n. m. Apogee altitude 

AP TIME hr. Apogee time 

IMP LATITUDE deg. Impact latitude 

IMP LONGITUDE deg. Impact longitude with respect to a 
ing earth 

rotat- 

17 
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SECTION IV 

THREE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM PROGRAM 

A three-degree-of-freedom trajectory model assumes that the vehicle is 

a point mass with three translational degrees of freedom.   Certain character- 

istics are assigned to the point mass such as drag, lift, and area.   This pro- 

gram includes the effects of a rotating earth during the integration of the equa- 

tions of motion.   A spherical earth is used; however, a multicomponent gravity 

force may easily be included through a small programing change.   This pro- 

gram has provision for inclusion of three component wind profiles as a function 

of altitude. 

The three equations of motion, expressed in spherical coordinates, are 

shown in Fig. 3.   These equations are integrated using a Runge-Kutta numerical 

integration technique.   The force coefficients, CD and CL ,   are functions of 

Mach number; and atmospheric density,  p , gravitational acceleration, g, and 

wind components are functions of altitude.   The vacuum thrust,  mass, and 

thrust deflection must be specified as functions of time.   The program also 

computes the instantaneous vacuum apogee and impact points and/or orbital 

parameters. 

The program is written such that the vehicle flies an essentially uncon- 

trolled trajectory (gravity turn) similar to the two-degree-of-freedom program. 

There is, at present, no closed loop control for this program. 

19 



[i R(J   +R (cos 6 6)   +   |-pV    A f-C    sin y   + C    cos ip cos y )  - mg + T sin [y. ■■♦.)] /m , 

o 

<t> =  - cos 6 sin c/> 0    - 2 R R0/R+ U- p VA  A    -C    cos y.   cos o?A - Cx cos ib sin yA   cos a. 
A        \    D A AL A A 

- C    sin ip sin a.)   + T cos (y   + 6) cos a^ |  /Rm , and J 
0 = 

1 • •   •       /l        2 / 
      -2 (R cos 0 - R sin & <b) 6 +    -pVA   A   [-CL, cos yA sin o-    - CT  sin yA sin a, 
os0 \2        A        \     D A ALA / R cos 

+ C    sin ip cos a   )   + T cos (y   + ö) sin 
L A/ R 

inttR)   /m]    , 

where 

R =   radius, ö   = thrust deflection angle, A reference area, 

d> =   geocentric latitude, T  = thrust, cD   - drag coefficient, 

0   =   geocentric longitude, m = vehicle mass, cL  - lift coefficient, 

V =   velocity, 

y  =   flight path angle, 

a  =   heading angle, 

*   = 

P  = 

roll angle about 
relative velocity 
vector, 

atmospheric density, 

(  >A = 

(  >H- 

with respect to 
air, and 

with respect to 
earth 

Fig. 3   Equations of Motion 



The main program is essentially the same as for the two-degree-of- 

freedom program.   The functional flow diagram in Fig. 2 is equally applicable 

to both the two- and three-degree-of-freedom programs.   However, some sub- 

routines and inputs and outputs are different. 

Inputs 

The inputs required to run this program are described below.   The mean- 

ing of each input variable is described, and the format for its input is given. 

Cases may be stacked one after the other without limit.   The table of vacuum 

thrust, mass, and thrust deflection as a function of time may contain 500 

values.   The number of stages is limited to 10.   The table of drag and lift coef- 

ficients may contain 50 values for each stage.   These are artificial limits, 

since the storage capacity of the computer is not completely used and may be 

increased by programing changes. 

The program computes the vehicle position as a function of time and also 

computes information regarding the trajectory which the vehicle would follow if 

thrust were terminated at that instant of time. These latter calculations do not 

include atmospheric effects. 

21 



Card No. 1    1 card 

Variable Column Format Definition 

NS 1-5 15 Number of stages 

NC 6-10 15 Number of entries in drag and 
lift tables (NC must be the same 
for all stages) 

NT 11-15 I 5 Number of entries in thrust table 

NW 16-20 I 5 Number of entries in wind table 

JC 21-25 I 5 Index = 1, drag and lift tables must 
be an input 

Index = 0, drag and lift tables are 
not an input (used to 
stack cases) 

JT 26-30 I 5 Index = 1, thrust and mass tables 
must be an input 

Index = 0, thrust and mass tables 
are not an input (used to 
stack cases) 

JW 31-35 I 5 Index = 1, wind table must be an 
input 

Index = 0, wind table is not an 
input (used to stack 
cases) 

JA 36-40 I 5 Index = 1,  staging data must be an 
input 

Index = 0, staging data is not an 
input (used to stack 
cases) 

22 



Card No.  1    1 card (con't.) 

Variable Column Format Definition 

IT AB 41-45 I 5 Index = 1, tables are printed out 

Index = 0, tables are not printed 
out 

IBOOST 46-50 I 5 Index = 1, program starts from 
zero conditions 

Index = 0, program starts from 
non-zero conditions 

NROLL 51-55 I 5 Number of entries in table of roll 
angle vs. time 

JR 56-60 I 5 Index = 1, roll angle table must be 
an input 

Index = 0, roll angle table is not 
an input 

IROLL 61-65 I 5 Index = 1, roll angle = f (time) 

Index = 0, roll angle is an input 
constant 

IDUMP 66-70 15 Index = 1, dump is taken between 
specified times 

Index = 0, dump is not taken 

ICONST 71-75 I 5 Index = 1, nonstandard constants 
are an input 

Index = 0, standard constants are 
used 

23 



Card No.  1-A    Only if ICONST =  1.     1 card 

Variable Column Format Definition 

RE 1-16 E 16.8 Earth radius (ft.) 

GM 17-32 E 16.8 
3         2 

Gravitational constant (ft. /sec. ) 

G0 33-48 E 16.8 
.      2 

Gravity at earth surface (ft./sec. ) 

CNM 49-64 E 16.8 Conversion (ft./n. m.) 

RAD 65-80 E 16.8 Conversion (deg./rad.) 

Cards No. 2    Only if JC = 1.     NS* NC cards 

Variable Column Format Definition 

TMACH 1-17 E 17.8 Mach table (zero to highest value) 

CDT 18-34 E 17.8 Drag coefficient table vs. Mach 
number 

CLT 35-51 E 17.8 Lift coefficient table vs. Mach 
number 

Cards No. 3    Only if JT =  1.     NT cards 

Variable Column Format Definition 

TTIME 1-17 E 17.8 Time table (sec.) 

TVAC 18-34 E 17.8 Vacuum thrust table (lb. -force) 

ETATI 35-51 E 17.8 Thrust deflection table (deg.) 

TMASS 52-68 E 17.8 Mass table (slugs) 

24 



Cards No. 4    Only if JW = 1.    NW cards 

Variable Column Format Definition 

TALT 1-17 E 17.8 Altitude table (ft.) 

TWR 18-34 E 17.8 Radial wind table (+ up) (ft./sec.) 

TWP 35-51 E 17.8 North-South v/ind table (+ North) 
(ft./sec.) 

TWT 52-68 E 17.8 East-West wind table (+ East) 
(ft./sec.) 

Cards No. 5    Only if JA = 1.     NS cards 

Variable Column Format Definition 

REFA 1-17 E 17.8 Reference area, itn stage (sq. ft.) 

ANOZ 18-34 E 17.8 Nozzle exit area, itn stage 
(sq.ft.) 

BTIME 35-51 E 17.8 Stage burn time, itn stage (sec.) 

DMASS 52-68 E 17.8 Mass increment, itn stage 
(lb. -mass) 

Cards No. 6    Only if IROLL =  1 and JR =  1.     NROLL cards 

Variable Column Format Definition 

TTIMER 

TROLL 

1-17 

18-34 

E 17.8 

E 17.8 

Time table (sec.) 

Roll angle (deg.) 

25 



Card No. 7    1 card 

Variable Column Format Definition 

ALTI 1-17 E 17.8 Initial altitude (ft.) 

VELI 18-34 E 17.8 Initial relative velocity (ft./sec.) 

GAMMAI 35-51 E 17.8 Initial relative path angle (deg.) 

TIMEI 52-68 E 17.8 Initial time (sec.) 

Card No. 8    1 card 

Variable Column Format Definition 

VLATI 1-17 E 17.8 Initial latitude (deg.) 

VLONGI 17-34 E 17.8 Initial longitude (deg.) 

ALPHAI 35-51 E 17.8 Initial heading (deg.) 

RANGEI 52-68 E 17.8 Initial range (n. m.) 

Card No. 9    1 card 

Variable Column Format Definition 

DELTAT 1-17 E 17.8 Integration increment (sec.) 

DGAMA 18-34 E 17.8 Kickover angle (deg.) 

VPITCH 35-51 E 17.8 Pitchover velocity (ft./sec.) 

ETAXD 52-68 E 17.8 X-axis heading of cartesian 
coordinate system (deg.) 

NPRINT 69-79 110 Print-out interval 

26 



Card No. 10    1 card 

Variable Column Format Definition 

TESTH 1-14 E 14.6 Test altitude for thrust orientation 
(ft.):   Note No. 1, page 28. 

TESTPR 15-28 E 14.6 Test dynamic pressure for thrust 
orientation (lb./ft.2): Note No. 1 

TESTT 29-42 E 14.6 Test time for thrust orientation 
(sec):   Note No. 1 

QLATD 43-56 E 14.6 Latitude of line-of-thrust orien- 
tation:   Note No. 1 

QLOND 57-70 E 14.6 Not used 

JTEST 71-80 I 10 Index for thrust orientation: 
Note No. 1 

Card No. 11    Only if IROLL = 0.     1 card 

Variable Column Format Definition 

ROLLI 1-17 E 17.8 Constant value of roll angle (deg.) 

Card No. 12    Only if IDUMP = 1.     1 card 

Variable Column Format Definition 

DUMPTL 

DUMPTU 

1-17 

18-34 

E 17.8 

E 17.8 

Lower time for dump (sec.) 

Upper time for dump (sec.) 
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Note No. 1 

The index, JTEST, plus the values of TESTH, TESTPR, and TESTT 

control the orientation of the thrust vector according to the following listing. 

JTEST TESTH TESTPR TESTT Description 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

^0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

^0 

0 

0 

*0 

Thrust is deflected from the 
velocity vector by the specified 
deflections, ETATI. 

Thrust maintains the orientation 
that the velocity vector had when 
Altitude = TESTH, Dynamic 
Pressure = TESTPR, and/or 
Time = TESTT. 

Thrust assumes the orientation 
(90-QLATD) from the polar axis 
when Altitude = TESTH, Dynamic 
Pressure = TESTPR, and/or 
Time ■ TESTT. 

Outputs 

The outputs delivered by this program as a function of time are described 

on the following pages.   The definition of each variable as it appears on the 

printed output is described. 
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ESD-TDR-64-112 W-06871 

Variable Units Definition 

TIME sec. Time from first-stage ignition 

STAGE Current stage 

STAGE TIME sec. Time from ignition of current 
stage 

STAGE B/0 TIME sec. Time at which the current stage 
will burn out. 

ALTITUDE ft. and n. m. Vehicle altitude above the earth's 
surface 

VELOCITY ft./sec. Inertial velocity and velocity 
relative to a rotating earth 

PATH ANGLE deg. Inertial flight path angle and 
flight path angle with respect to 
a rotating earth 

HEADING deg. Inertial heading and heading with 
respect to a rotating earth 

LATITUDE deg. Vehicle latitude 

LONGITUDE deg. Vehicle longitude with respect to 
a rotating earth 

G. C. RANGE n. m. Great circle range from the 
launch point to the vehicle posi- 
tion with respect to a rotating 
earth 

THRUST lb. -force Instantaneous thrust corrected 
for atmospheric pressure 

MASS slugs Instantaneous vehicle mass 

cD Drag coefficient 
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(continued from preceding page) 

Variable Units Definition 

cL Lift coefficient 

REF AREA sq.ft. Reference area on which Cp and 
CL are based 

NOZZLE AREA sq.ft. Nozzle exit area 

DENSITY 

PRESSURE lb./ft.2 Atmospheric pressure 

TEMPERATURE °F. Atmospheric temperature 

SOUND SPEED ft./sec. Atmospheric speed of sound 

VISCOSITY lb. sec./ft.2 Atmospheric viscosity 

MEAN FREE PATH ft. Atmospheric mean free path 

THERM    COND BTU/ft.sec.°R Atmospheric thermal conductivity 

MACH NUMBER Mach number 

DYN. PRESSURE lb./ft.2 Dynamic pressure 

STAG ENTHALPY Stagnation enthalpy 

STAG PRESS FS lb./ft.2 Free steam stagnation pressure 

STAG PRESS NS lb./ft.2 Stagnation pressure after a nor- 
mal shock at the current mach 
number 

REYNOLDS NUMBER Reynolds number per foot 

ALTITUDE n. m. Apogee altitude 

VELOCITY ft./sec. Apogee and impact velocities 
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(continued from preceding page) 

Variable Units Definition 

TIME min. Apogee and impact time 

LATITUDE deg. Apogee and impact latitude 

LONGITUDE deg. Apogee and impact longitude 

SAT VEL ft./sec. Velocity of a satellite in a cir- 
cular orbit 

DELTA VEL ft./sec. Additional velocity required at 
apogee to inject into a circular 
orbit 

PATH ANGLE deg. Flight path angle at impact with 
respect to a rotating earth 

ECCENTRICITY Vacuum trajectory eccentricity 

SEMI-MAJOR n. m. Vacuum trajectory semi-major 
axis 

SEMI-MINOR n. m. Vacuum trajectory semi-minor 
axis 

PERIGEE ALT n. m. Vacuum trajectory perigee 
altitude 

PERIOD min. Vacuum trajectory period 

INCLINATION deg. Orbitual inclination 

APOGEE VEL ft./sec. Vacuum trajectory apogee 
velocity 

PERIGEE VEL ft./sec. Vacuum trajectory perigee 
velocity 

X COORD 
Y COORD 
Z COORD 

ft. 
ft. 
ft. 

Vehicle position with respect to 
cartesian coordinate system 
located at the launch point 
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SECTION V 

DISCUSSIONS OF ERRORS DUE TO NUMERICAL PROCEDURES 

A detailed analytical study of the errors involved in the numerical proce- 

dures used in these programs has not been attempted.   Instead, the numerical 

solutions have been compared to known analytical solutions.   This approach 

produces only a limited knowledge of the errors, since analytical solutions are 

available for only a few restricted cases. 

The numerical integration of the equations of motion is accomplished 

using a Runge-Kutta integration method.   More sophisticated integration tech- 

niques are available and may be studied at a later time in an effort to reduce 

the computer time required to produce results with a given accuracy.   It is be- 

lieved that the Runge-Kutta method gives results sufficiently accurate for the 

present system simulation. 

In order to solve the differential equation, 

Y =   f (x, y)   . 

with a given initial value  Y (X0) = Y0 , the following method is used to go from 

YK  to  YK+1: W 

YK+1=   YK+IK + 2K2 + 2K3 + K
4)     ' 
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where 

Kl  =   f      XK- YK      ^   • 

K2= f   ("K+T^K'T)  ^  ' 

AX 
K 

K~ f IXK+T'YK+-; ^ • -d 

K
4=   f      XK+1'

YK + K3) 

The solution of the equations of motion involves the simultaneous integra- 

tion of the two equations given in Section III for the two-degree-of -freedom 

program or the three equations given in Section IV for the three-degree-of- 

freedom program. 

The analytical solution presented herein applies to vertical ascent with 

constant thrust, constant mass flow rate, constant gravity, and no atmosphere. 

The equation for vehicle velocity as a function of time for a one-stage 

vehicle is 

m 
V  = —   In 

m \m0 - mty 

and for vehicle altitude as a function of time is L
2

J 

h  = 
m 

m 
In 

1 - 
, m   - mtj \   o / 
m 

m   - mt 
- 1 

1     crt2 

"2  * 
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where 

V = velocity, 

h = altitude, 

T = thrust, 

m = mass flow rate, 

t = time, 

g = gravity, and 

mQ = initial mass. 

Figures 4 and 5 show the differences between these solutions and the numerical 

solutions for the same case after a total powered flight time of 240 seconds. 

The errors are a function of integration increment and initial acceleration. 

There are two primary error sources encountered in numerical integration 

procedures.   One is round-off error which increases as the increment size be- 

comes smaller.   The other is discretization error which increases as the in- 

crement size becomes larger.   These two effects usually produce a minimum 

error at some increment size l  -• (see Fig. 6). 

Figures 4 and 5 show the error decreasing as the increment size in- 

creases, thus indicating that round-off error is decreasing faster than discre- 

tization error is increasing.   This would indicate that an increment size of 

three seconds or more should be used.   The level of these errors is quite in- 

significant for systems planning activities for which these programs were 

designed.   It is not possible to generalize these results to the case where non- 

linear effects are included,  i. e., gravity, thrust,  mass flow rate, atmospheric 

drag, etc.   It is believed discretization error will become more important 

when these nonlinear effects are included.   An integration increment of about 

one second seems to be a reasonable compromise between accuracy and com- 

putation time. 
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SECTION VI 

SYSTEM SIMULATION 

Figures 7 through 10 show the type of data which may be obtained from 

these programs.    These particular results are for a three-stage Scout vehicle 

with a 200-pound payload launched east from Cape Kennedy.    Figure 9 shows 

the ground track of the powered flight trajectory.   Figure 10 shows the ground 

track of the instantaneous impact point during powered flight with the impact 

points of the burned-out stages indicated. 

The primary use of these booster programs has been in connection with 

a program which allows evaluation of the tracking or communication coverage 

during and after the powered flight portion of the trajectory. 

Robert W. Dix 
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